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Abstrat

In the present work dynami properties of the guiding of 3

keV Ar

7+
ions by polyarbonate (PC) and glass apillaries at

5

◦
tilt angle are studied together with that of the transmitted

neutrals. The guided ions and the outgoing neutrals were sep-

arated by an eletrostati �eld in front of a position sensitive

multihannel plate detetor system. For the PC sample, after

a maximum guided transmission, we observed a strong blok-

ing e�et. The glass sample exhibited a very slow development

for the guided transmission of both ions and neutrals. This is

in ontrast to earlier results for ion guiding by a single glass

apillary.

I. Introdution

The phenomenon of ion guiding through tilted insulating nanoapillar-

ies is a topi of inreasing interest [1-6℄. The guiding e�et is due to the

deposited harges on the inner apillary walls whih are able to de�et the

highly harged ions towards the exit, along the apillary axis [1℄. In this

work we present the result of two experiments performed for studying how

the guiding e�et develops in time. In the experiments 3 keV Ar

7+
ions
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were sent through apillary arrays of di�erent sizes and materials. A om-

parisons was made between results for polyabonate samples, whih were

presented in also ref. [8℄, and new results for glass apillary arrays.

II. Experimental method

Both experiments were performed at the Eletron Cylotron Resonane

Ion Soure (ECRIS) of Atomki. The extrated Ar

7+
ion beam of 3 keV

energy was ollimated to a diameter of 0.5 mm before entering the experi-

mental hamber. The base pressure of the hamber was about 6·10
−7

mbar.

The shemati view of the experimental arrangement an be seen in �gure

1. Our sample holder is movable in three independent diretions, and it is

rotatable around the z axis, for setting the tilt angle of the sample, Ψ (see

Fig. 1). We used a position sensitive multihannel plate detetor (MCP)

system for measuring the transmitted ions and neutralized Ar atoms. The

detetor an be rotated around the same axis as the sample holder. This

way we an ensure that the guided partiles always arrive to the entral

region of detetor. In front of the MCP detetor we used a pair of eletro-

stati de�etor plates in order to separate the di�erent harge states. The

typial voltage applied on it was 1 kV.

Figure 1: Shemati view of the experimental arrangement.

In the �rst experiment, we investigated the dynami properties of the

guiding e�et for 3 keV Ar

7+
ions by nanoapillaries reated in polyar-

bonate (PC) foil. We used a ommerially available �lter-foil sample, in

whih the apillaries were prepared by swift heavy ion irradiation followed

by alkaline ething of the ion traks. The diameter of the apillaries was
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about 170 nm, and their length was 30 µm. The geometri opening was es-

timated to 9.5 perent from sanning eletron mirosopy (SEM) pitures.

For foils with random apillary distribution (whih are produed by ion-

irradiation) this is onsidered to be a high apillary density. For avoiding

marosopi harge-up e�ets, the surfae of the sample was overed with

a thin (∼20 nm) gold layer on both sides by DC sputtering. The typial

beam urrent was about 100 pA. In the seond experiment our sample was

a 1 mm thik glass plate, in whih apillaries with diameter of 5 µm and

length of 1 mm were arranged in a regular, dense pattern. This sample is a

piee of a multihannel plate, provided by an MCP manufaturer without

the oating layer for seondary eletron emission. The geometri opening of

the sample was 52 %. Like for the PC sample, both side of it was overed

with gold. The used typial beam urrent was about 720 pA. We measured

the integrated ion beam urrent on the front surfae of the sample for nor-

malization. Sine it is measured at a surfae (not in a Faraday up), it also

has a seondary eletron omponent. Nevertheless, the measured urrent is

rather aurately proportional with the net ion urrent, so it an be applied

for normalization to avoid the intensity variations aused by the �utuat-

ing inident beam. In order to alibrate for the real inident urrent, we

measured the seondary emission rate by measuring the same urrent at the

sample front and in a Faraday up. The beam divergene and the size of the

beam on the sample were estimated from the ollimator size (0.5 mm) and

from the spot diameter of an intensity redued beam in the MCP surfae.

The sample holder is on half way between the ollimator and the MCP. The

typial beam divergene was ±0.4
◦
in both experiments.

We measured two-dimensional transmission pro�les for Ar ions at di�er-

ent tilt angles relative to ion beam, together with those for the transmitted

neutrals [7℄. In order to measure the time development of the guiding e�et,

we performed a long set of expositions. The time sequene onsisted of 9

seonds data olletion periods followed by 1 seond breaks between the ex-

positions. One of the olleted MCP pitures of 9 seonds exposition time

is seen in �gure 2 for the glass apillaries. We observed only the Ar

7+
ions

and neutralized projetiles, i. e., Ar atoms. The spot for the ions is muh

larger than that for the neutrals. This observation shows that the angular

spread of the transmitted ions are enlarged ompared to that geometrially

is expeted. We note that intermediate harge states were not observed in
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the present set of experiments, even when the angular spread of ions was

smaller, allowing a better separation.

Figure 2: One of the olleted MCP images at 5

◦
tilt angle in the ase of

the glass sample after the the start of guided transmission. The di�erene

between the Θy positions of the neutral Ar atoms and Ar

7+
ions is aused

by the eletrostati de�etion �eld applied in front of the detetor.

III. Results and disussion

The main goal in both experiments was to study the dynami behavior of

the transmission of ions and outgoing neutrals. For the PC apillaries, the

development of the transmission in funtion of deposited harge is shown in

Fig. 3. At a onstant inoming urrent, the total harge, whih is deposited

to the sample is proportional with time. Both earlier experiments and

model onsiderations show that, if the urrent is varied, the development

of the guided transmission sales with the deposited harge. Therefore we

exhibit our data as a funtion of deposited harge in the Figures. As it

is learly seen in �gure 3(a), the ion-intensity started from zero as it was

expeted. After a short delay the transmitted intensity inreased rapidly

until reahing a maximum. Deduing from the regular ases for ion-guiding

[1-6℄ the transmitted intensity of the Ar

7+
ions is expeted to stay around

this maximum in an equilibrium state. The perpendiular omponent of the
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developing eletrostati �eld de�ets the ions. However, the eletrostati

gradient has a parallel omponent too, whih an deelerate the ions. This

deeleration inreases the beam divergene, so the ions an hit the wall

easier, and an deposit their harge. Thus again inrease the repulsive fore

for ions. When the �eld strength inreases a non-linear pre-breakdown

proess develops at the surfae, whih takes away the exess harges no

matter how large the inoming urrent is [2, 8℄. A balane between this

nonlinearly inreasing depletion urrent and the urrent of harge deposition

ensures the stability of the transmission in the equilibrium state, or, if the

equilibrium �eld is too large, leads to the bloking e�et.

Figure 3: The transmitted intensity of Ar

7+
ions (a), and Ar atoms (b) as

funtion of deposited harge. Results are from ref. [8℄. The apillaries were

tilted by 5

◦
with respet to the beam. The blak points are experimental

results with error bars. Dashed line represents a �t by a model funtion

(Eq. 1) for ions (blue dashed line). The dereasing parts are well desribed

by an exponential deay funtion (red solid lines). The harateristi values

for bloking Qb are indiated for both urves.

The starting region of guiding for the PC sample shows the ommon

behavior for the majority of studied ases. Ions appear with a de�nite

delay after the beam to hit the sample. In ontast, neutral partiles (Ar

atoms) appear immediately with a �nite yield. The reason is that the ions

hit the apillary wall in the entrane region immediately, and some of the

neutralized projetiles are sattered into the diretion of the apillary exit.

For ion transmission, however, a minimum amount of harge deposition is

needed. Above this threshold value, the ion transmission starts to inrease
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rapidly. After arriving the maximum, however, our PC sample do not stay

at an equilibrium transmission, the intensity starts to derease. From Fig.

3, it is learly seen that it falls down to relatively small value. For neutrals

less dramati derease was observed in the intensity. The di�erent behavior

shown for Ar atoms and Ar

7+
ions is originating from the fat that neutrals

may originate from multiple soures. They an be reated in the entrane

region, where ions are impinging and neutralized at the apillary wall, to

form the harged path and they an also be reated from the guided ions

at the exit region. The latter mehanism results in similarities in the time

evolution of ions and neutrals. The harateristi deposited harge value

for bloking, Qb was higher for larger tilt angles showing that bloking is

faster for smaller tilting. To desribe the raising and bloking part of the

measured urves we use a phenomenologial approah by this formula[8℄:

f(Qd)=
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Here, Qd is the deposited harge, Qs is a threshold value introdued to

desribe the period until there is no transmission. The �rst term in brakets

desribes the rising part [8℄ with Qc as a harateristi harge onstant. The

seond term is for desribing the bloking e�et. This is an exponentially

deaying funtion with harateristi harge Qb. Sine the intensities seem

to approah a non-zero onstant value at the end, an additive K onstant

was introdued in the bloking term, too. Within the nonlinear model out-

lined above, the bloking e�et an be explained by supposing that the �eld

strength at the wall is still far from the nonlinear pre-breakdown regime

when a potential barrier whih able to stop the ions develops in the ap-

illaries. The development of bloking is aelerated by the defousing of

the beam of strongly deelerated ions during partial bloking. It an be

onsidered as a kind of positive feedbak. As a result, ion deposition is

more and more onentrated to the entrane region of the apillaries, but

never stops. Sine ion deposition always produes some neutrals, whih

are not a�eted by eletri �elds any more, the intensity of the observed

neutral atoms should derease muh slower than that of the ions, even if
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the bloking e�et is strong. This is in good agreement with the tendenies

shown in Fig. 3. We note that a higher apillary density should result

in a higher density of deposited harges in the middle region of the ap-

illaries, leading to an even faster inrease of the repulsive voltage in this

region. Therefore, higher density may aelerate the development of the

bloking signi�antly. Model alulations for on�rming the above piture

are in progress. In the ase of the glass sample, as �gure 4 shows, the time

evolution of the transmission is very slow. The transmitted ion intensity

remained under 0.6 perent after a few hours of irradiation. (see �g. 4

(b)). To aelerate the proess we needed higher beam urrent, whih lead

to over exposure problems in ounting. The observed behavior is similar to

other samples: there is a threshold for non-zero transmission and after the

intensity inreases (see �g. 4(a)). The inrease, however, is very slow.

Figure 4: The transmitted intensity of Ar

7+
ions (a), and Ar atoms (b) as

funtion of deposited harge. The apillaries were tilted by 5

◦
with respet

to the beam. The points with error bars are experimental results.

The transmitted intensity did not reah the maximum, when the detetor

was already overloaded. This problem annot be solved by dereasing the

ion beam urrent, sine the evolution of the guiding would beome muh

slower. In order to reord the full time development, we plan to repeat

the experiment with higher beam urrent using other detetion tehnique,

whih is able to reord higher intensities, for example sensitive urrent mea-

surement. We note that the development of guiding for a single borosiliate

apillary with 4.5 keV Ar

9+
impat at 150 pA [9℄ appeared to be muh

faster than that of our present sample. Therefore the present results may

be explained by olletive e�ets of the neighbouring apillaries in the high
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density sample.

IV. Summary

In summary, bloking e�et was observed for both the guided ions and

for the neutrals with similar dynami behavior in the ase of PC foil. A

borosiliate glass sample did not show the bloking e�et, but its time

evolution was very slow, probably due to the high density and aspet ratio

of the apillaries.
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